Here at PFRA Central (a.k.a. my desk) we like to mention any new books put out by members. We are particularly happy when the book is both interesting reading and teaches us things we didn’t know.

REAL FOOTBALL

Steve Norwood’s Real Football: Conversations on America’s Game is such a winner. In a telephone conversation, he discussed his book.

“Since the 1960s, professional football has been America's most popular sport. This book explores the culture of football from the inside--from the players’ perspective--the game the fans never see.

“Conversations are with eight top athletes, men who played in the National Football League for at least ten years, and with another who coached football for forty-five years. The players analyze the mental, physical, and emotional experience of the game at the high school, college, and professional levels, and at nearly every gridiron position.

“The author chooses his subjects carefully and finds articulate interpreters of this hard-edged experience. The author and the players discuss in depth a wide range of topics, including masculinity, injury and pain, big-time college recruiting, college athletes and academics, relations with fathers and coaches, encounters with Jim Crow and desegregation, and strikes and labor relations in the NFL. Yielding full pictures of their lives and careers, these athletes go on to explore aging and their adjustments to retirement.”

“The eight NFL players in the book are Dub Jones, Bert Jones, Clendon Thomas, Joe Washington Jr, Steve Zabel, Tony Peters, Ken Mendenhall, and Greg Pruitt. I also included a chapter on Joe Washington Sr, who played football in the military and at Prairie View, and then coached high school football for 45 years. The book begins with a long analytical essay I wrote on the appeal of pro football in America in the decades after World War II.”

The book is available through the University Press of Mississippi. The paperback version is $20.00. You can read a lot more about the book at http://www.upress.state.ms.us/catalog/fall2004/real_football.html

New self-publishing book says stay out of book stores

Alarno, CA, February 28, 2005-How to Write, Publish, and Sell | Your Own How-To Book has just been released. Author John T. Reed has self-published approximately 50 how-to books on real estate investment, football and baseball coaching, and succeeding since his first in 1981 and has long made his full-time living from those books. After twenty years being distributed nationwide by Publishers Group West in both brick and mortar and Internet book stores, he also became a self-distributor thanks to the Internet.

Reed’s first book was published by a “real” publisher: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. He has been asked by a number of other publishers like Simon & Schuster and McGraw-Hill to write books for them. Reed did not like his experience with Harcourt and subsequently turned down the other publishers.
Reed's book-store distributor, Publishers Group West, terminated their distribution relationship with him effective 7/31/01. To his amazement, Reed found that his net income immediately jumped 70%. A comparison of his last full year in the book stores-2000-with his first full year out of the book stores-2001- showed that Reed's net income went up 257%! "I was crazy to stay in the book stores so long," Reed now says.

The Internet changes everything. Reed now distributes all his books solely through his Web site www.johntreed.com. Since Reed only publishes how-to books, it is easy for his readers to find them through search engines. By requiring all of his customers to order only through his Internet shopping cart, he gets them to process their own orders. All Reed needs to do is write the books and ship them. With part-time help from a son, Reed earns a six-figure self-publishing net income as a sole proprietor from his home office.

"Book stores, including Internet book stores like Amazon, are obsolete. Publishers may be obsolete," says Reed. "There will still be a need for grocery stores to sell last-minute gift books and for airports to sell last-minute read-during-the-flight books, but other books can and will generally be purchased direct from authors and publishers via the Internet. The Internet eliminates middlemen. Book stores are middlemen. So are publishers to a large extent. Authors who use publishers or distributors are cutting their net income to a fraction of what it would otherwise be. Many want the prestige of 'being published' and being in book stores to impress their friends and relatives who are ignorant of the economics of the trade-book business. But eventually, authors will get tired of foregoing tens of thousands of dollars of income-or more-for that prestige."

Reed holds a B.S. degree from West Point and a M.B.A. from Harvard Business School. He is also the self-publisher of Real Estate Investor's Monthly, a nationwide newsletter. John T. Reed, John T. Reed Publishing, 342 Bryan Drive, Alamo, CA 94507, Voice: 925-820-7262, Fax: 925-820-1259, Email: johnreed@johntreed.com